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CONCENTRATED ATTACK ON DUISBURG

There was good bombing weather over Germany least nighty almost

for the first time since Bomber Command opened its recent offensive

against Italy,

Crews could see the Rhine from 20 miles away in the bright moon-

light, and though the usual haze was lying in the valleys when the

bombers were near the Ruhr itself, the course of the river and the docks

of the Duisburg-Ruhrort area were easily recognisable.

The whole target was then brilliantly lit by flares, A Lancaster

pilot described, how, at the beginning of the attack, he saw many

Vapour trails below where other aircraft were making their bombing runs,
There was a good concentration of bombers from the/very start. The defences

did not show any signs of life until the first bombs went down and,
even then, though thebarrage was stiff enough, it was not as fierce

as crews had known it during earlier attacks on the Ruhr,

"As we came away from the target,” a rear-gunner said, "I saw

cur ovn incendiaries burning, and then others went down beside them.

Very soon after the beginning of the attack there were two big fires

already giving off a deep red glow. Then there was a sudden burst of

white flame near these fires, and they spread outwards.”

Very heavy industrial damage had already been done in earlier

attacks of this year at this we stern end of the Ruhr, where many

manufacturing towns merge into one another, and heavy engineering

plant, iron and steel works and chemical factories are thickly
clustered together.

All crews agreed that the fires left burning at the end of last

night's attack were well up to the size of earlier raids in the same

area. Many of them reported an exceptionally large explosion in a

factory which was already burning furiously.

Many night fighters were up and the enemy were evident ly making
the most of -weather favourable for interception.

A Lancanter pilot out-manoeuvred six fighters, a Focke Wulf 190
and five Junkers 88s, by skilful evasive action, A Halifax damaged
a Me. 110.
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A Stirling was attacked by a Ju.88 on the run up to Duisburg* The

bomber was silhouetted against flares and searchlights, but the rear

gunner saw the Junkers in time to get in the first burst.

He saw bits fall off the Junkers, but it fired back with cannon

and machine-gun fire and raked the Stirling, the starboard tail plane
elevator and fin being holed, raid damaged. A burst behind the inner

port engine also set the dinghy storage alight, a starboard tank was

holed, and petrol flooded into the fuselage.

A shell Thick hit the window of the rear turret burst on impact
and for a time the rear gunner was blinded. The second pilot was

mounded in the knee. He said nothing, though the captain. Squadron
Leader G.M.Allcock, of Auckland, N.Z., noticed that he had been*hit.

The flight engineer had his face scorched by a shell burst. The

wireless operator was wounded by a bullet in his left hand, but he

continued to repair his wireless set, (which had been damaged during the

attack) for most of the way home.

It last the mid-upper gunner was able to get in a burst and the

Junkers went down in a vortical dive. The pilot went on to the target
and, the bombs were dropped.

The fire in the dinghy's storage in the port wing, however, con-

tinued to burn and the pilot ordered the crew to get ready to bale out*

But though the fire was not out until they reached the English coast it

did not spread and they were able to fly on to their base* There the

captain found that his undercarriage had been jammed, so ho made a

belly-landing clear of the runway so that it would not be blocked for

other aircraft*.

This afternoon Mr. Jordan, High Commissioner for New Zealand, and

Air Commodore, A. De T. Nevill, Officer Commanding New Zealand Air

Headquarters in the United Kingdom, visited this bomber station to meet

New Zealand members of the Stirling squadron. They heard Squadron

Leader Allcock's story and congratulated him and his crew.
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